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Examining audience attitudes to news selection

Neil Thurman, Judith Moeller, Natali Helberger and Damian Trilling

Prompted by the ongoing development of content personalization by social networks and mainstream news brands, and recent debates about balancing algorithmic and editorial selection, this study explores what audiences think about news selection mechanisms and why. Analysing data from a 26-country survey (N = 53,314), we report the extent to which audiences believe story selection by editors and story selection by algorithms are good ways to get news online and, using multi-level models, explore the relationships that exist between individuals’ characteristics and those beliefs. The results show that, collectively, audiences believe algorithmic selection guided by a user’s past consumption behaviour is a better way to get news than editorial curation. There are, however, significant variations in these beliefs at the individual level. Age, trust in news, concerns about privacy, mobile news access, paying for news, and six other variables had effects. Our results are partly in line with current general theory on algorithmic appreciation, but diverge in our findings on the relative appreciation of algorithms and experts, and in how the appreciation of algorithms can differ according to the data that drive them. We believe this divergence is partly due to our study’s focus on news, showing algorithmic appreciation has context-specific characteristics.
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Introduction

Algorithmic recommendations have become central to how consumers interact with some media outlets. Netflix estimates that its recommender system influences choices responsible for 80 per cent of the video streamed on its platform and saves the company more than $1 billion per year by increasing customer retention (Gomez-Uribe and Hunt 2015, 5).

While recommender systems may not become as central to the business of journalism, news publishers continue to experiment with, and extend the provision of, personalized news (see e.g. Kunert and Thurman, in press), as evidenced by recent
announcements from Reuters (2017) and the New York Times, with the Times beginning an “ambitious new effort to customize the delivery of news online” (Spayd 2017).

The use of algorithms in organizations’ interactions with their clients and customers is not, of course, confined to the media industry. Crunchbase lists over 650 firms in its “personalization” category; these operate in sectors including healthcare, education, and financial and government services (Crunchbase n.d.).

As algorithmic recommendations become more prevalent, consumers’ opinions about them are of interest to academics, regulators, and media professionals. Analyses of such opinions can help inform decisions about how these technologies are developed, including who they are designed for; whether they should be regulated; and the need for educational curricula and public information campaigns to address their existence, use, and consequences. For example, the European Commission has commissioned work—to be informed by “robust scientific insights”—on algorithmic transparency in decision-making and online information mediation, with objectives that include “raising public awareness” and the development of “policy options” (European Commission 2018).

Such “robust scientific insights” might come from investigations into:

1. The extent to which consumers appreciate algorithmic recommendations against recommendations from peers or professionals.
2. Whether context makes a difference to algorithmic appreciation; for example, whether the recommendations relate to products—like music, books, or films—where tastes vary from person to person; or concern something where the answer is more clear cut, such as the fastest route to a destination.
3. Differences in algorithmic appreciation between particular classes of individuals, such as the young, or those with more formal education.

Although researchers have begun to address these questions, there is still much to learn, which is why, in this article, we try to contribute to the body of work on algorithmic appreciation by conducting a secondary analysis of a large-scale international survey (N = 53,314) that included questions about the different ways news can be recommended, including by algorithms. Although the focus is on a single context—news—the size of the survey, and its representativeness in each of the 26 countries surveyed, means that the results have a degree of generalizability not found in some other work on the topic. The availability of data, from the same survey, on respondents’ online news consumption behaviour, on other opinions they hold, and on their demographics also enables us to analyse the effects of a number of individual characteristics.

Some of our results are in line with one state-of-the-art model (Logg, Minson, and Moore 2018; Logg 2017) which holds that people en masse have higher levels of appreciation for algorithmic recommendations than for recommendations from humans. However, our findings also contradict a part of this model by showing that this preference can persist even when the (alternative) human recommendations come from experts rather than laypeople. Furthermore, we show how appreciation of algorithmic recommendations can vary depending on the source of the data driving them. We find that where the source is stated as being (the past behaviour of) respondents...
themselves, algorithmic recommendations are evaluated as having more utility than where the source is stated as being (the past behaviour of) respondents’ friends.

The specific context of our study, news, helps to explain these general findings. We explore these contextual issues as well as a number of specific findings about the individual drivers of opinions about news selection, such as particular news consumption practices.

In the Literature Review that follows we:

1. Briefly introduce the context for our study, focusing on some key current debates and practices concerning the mechanisms of news selection.
2. Summarize some of the general literature on attitudes to algorithmic recommendations, focusing on Logg, Minson, and Moore’s state-of-the-art model.
3. Highlight research evidence that provides pointers to how individuals’ personal characteristics and opinions may affect their attitudes to different types of news selection, including algorithmic.

Literature Review

News Selection Mechanisms: Contemporary Context

Over the last few years, there has been widespread public discussion about the mechanisms of news selection, in part prompted by the increasing reach of social networks, in particular Facebook, which has made extensive use of both automated personalization and human moderation. These discussions have been further fuelled by the Brexit vote and the election of Donald Trump, events that some have linked to algorithms usurping journalists and editors as “gatekeepers to the news” (see e.g. Solon 2016).

With this focus on social networks as sources of—and gateways to—news, we must not forget that traditional news brands are still important destinations for audiences (see e.g. Newman et al. 2017). Although the news they offer online is, predominantly, still selected and prioritized by editors and journalists, such brands have made use of automated personalization since before Facebook existed. For example, three years before Facebook’s launch, the Washington Post was allowing audiences to customize their own personal page at MyWashingtonPost.com (Business Wire 2001). Over the years, many types of personalization have been deployed by the likes of the Post (see e.g. Thurman 2011). Furthermore, established news brands are continuing to develop and deploy personalization, especially on their mobile channels. For example, Alex Watson, head of product at BBC News, said that “personalization is very much a focus for us over the next 2–5 years … particularly for younger audiences [and for mobile apps]” (personal communication, 14 December 2016).

Although established news brands such as BBC News are continuing to deploy technologies that outsource gatekeeping functions to audiences and algorithms, there is no sense that these organizations want to dispense with human editors altogether. In common with other editors we have spoken to, Alex Watson said that BBC News will continue to show a “common set of top stories” selected by editors (ibid.).

Debates about achieving the right balance between algorithmic and human selection are also taking place with regard to social networks. When it was revealed
that editors at Facebook had a high degree of influence over trending topics appearing in its desktop version (Thielman 2016a) and that those editors were, allegedly, filtering out politically right-leaning sources (Bowles and Thielman 2016), the company made the editorial team largely redundant and “left the algorithm to do its job” (Thielman 2016b; also see Carlson 2018). Facebook has, however, also been expanding its team of human moderators. After criticism of the “hate speech, child abuse and self-harm” (BBC News 2017) that the platform was publishing, the CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, announced that his company would be adding 3000 staff to its “community operations team” in order that Facebook could “get better at removing things” from the platform (Zuckerberg 2017).

Research into how audiences perceive the relative merits of algorithmic and editorial news selection is largely non-existent. There is, however, a range of literature on the relative appreciation of algorithmic and human recommendations in other contexts. It is this literature to which we turn next in order to develop our hypotheses and research questions.

_Attitudes to Algorithmic Recommendations_

Algorithmic recommendations are not new, and neither are observations about what people think of them, if, indeed, they think of them at all. Back in the mid-twentieth century, Meehl (1954) cited some of the scepticism that medical practitioners had towards the use of algorithms in diagnosis. Substantive empirical research did not follow for decades, perhaps because algorithmic recommendations were not widely available or utilized, making the measurement and analysis of opinions about them a low priority for researchers. However, the twenty-first century has seen the publication of a number of studies, the results of which paint a mixed picture, with some showing that participants prefer human recommendations (see e.g. Dietvorst, Simmons, and Massey 2015; Promberger and Baron 2006; Sinha and Swearingen 2001; Yeomans et al. 2018) and others showing that people prefer recommendations from algorithms (see e.g. Dijkstra, Liebrand, and Timminga 1998; Dijkstra 1999). These contradictory results might be explained, in part, by the different contexts covered by the studies. For example, people may be more comfortable relying on other people than on algorithms when receiving recommendations about matters—such as jokes they might find funny—where personal taste is involved (see e.g. Yeomans et al. 2018). Conversely, if the recommendation is derived from known rules (as with medical diagnosis or legal counsel) people might rather follow the advice of an algorithm (see e.g. Dijkstra, Liebrand, and Timminga 1998).

Logg, Minson, and Moore’s (2018; Logg 2017) state-of-the-art model, based on rich experimental evidence, has removed some of the uncertainty around algorithmic appreciation. They found that people gave greater weight to advice when they thought it came from an algorithm than when they thought it came from a person, and that this held true across different contexts, from the more subjective to the more objective. The contexts tested ranged from those where recommendations were about how to answer questions that had absolute answers (e.g. estimating the weight or age of a person) to those where recommendations were about how to answer questions where there was a great deal of uncertainty about the outcomes and where personal subjectivity came into play (e.g. predicting the popularity of songs or the likelihood that two people would become romantically involved).
Although context appeared to make no significant difference to the results of Logg, Minson, and Moore’s experiments, the source of the human advice, where it was varied, did. In most of their experiments, the human advice that participants were presented with (as an alternative to the algorithmic advice) came from other experimental participants rather than experts. However, when subjects were presented with 12 decision-making scenarios, and asked to consider the utility of advice from an algorithm, another person, or a specific expert (for example, a book critic, a clothing stylist, or a real-estate agent), participants said they would rely more on the experts than the algorithms (Logg 2017). We might, therefore, expect to find news recommendations by experts—editors and journalists—to be preferred over news recommendations by algorithms.

In Logg, Minson, and Moore’s experiments, the sources of the algorithmic recommendations were given simply as “an algorithm” or as an algorithm driven by data about decisions taken by other study participants (i.e. laypeople). In the survey that we analyse, two forms of algorithmic news selection were presented, the first described as being driven by data on respondents’ friends’ consumption behaviour (hereon in referred to as “peer filtering”) and the second described as being driven by data on respondents’ own consumption behaviour (hereon in referred to as “user tracking”). A range of research (see e.g. Nisbett and Ross 1980) has shown that people regularly demonstrate overconfidence in their own reasoning in relation to advice from others. People’s self-reliance, and our survey’s description of one form of algorithmic news selection as driven by an individual’s past behaviour, could mean that survey participants will rate user tracking higher than peer filtering.

In order to test these hypotheses, our first research question asks:

**RQ1:** To what extent do online news consumers in 26 countries agree that (1) story selection by algorithms (guided by their or their friends’ past consumption) and (2) story selection by editors and journalists are good ways to get news online?

**The Effects of Personal Characteristics**

Having considered what one state-of-the-art model leads us to expect about the attitudes of consumers en masse to different types of news selection, including algorithmic, we now turn our attention to differences between individuals. Logg and colleagues say little about individual differences, except that “neither age nor gender have a relationship with reliance on algorithmic advice” (Logg 2017, 12) and “appreciation of algorithms was … lower among less numerate participants” (Logg, Minson, and Moore 2018, 35). In the following sections, we consider a range of literature that provides potentially useful pointers to how opinions about news selection may differ on an individual basis. We address both people’s news consumption behaviour and concerns—regarding privacy and missing important information and challenging viewpoints—that people may have about algorithmic news recommendations.

**Concerns related to privacy.** Algorithmic news personalization makes extensive use of data to identify which stories may be relevant to a user (Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. 2016). Such data may include the items a user has viewed in the past as well as other personal information. The fact that news personalization technology collects personal data could mean that those with stronger concerns about their own
privacy view such technology less positively. For example, a nationally representative survey of English-speaking US residents (N = 1000) found that although 45 per cent said they would, or may, want websites to show news tailored to their interests, this proportion fell to between 17 and 29 per cent if that tailoring was based on their web browsing behaviour being tracked (Turow et al. 2009).

**Concerns related to missing important information.** The principle of personalization implies that news and information of relevance to specific users may be favoured over other news items, including news that has wide general appeal. As a result, users may fear that they will miss out on important information when using personalized news services. While there is currently no consensus in the literature to support this fear (see e.g. Beam and Kosicki 2014), these concerns may play an important role in the acceptance of news personalization technologies. For example, a representative study in the Netherlands found the fear of missing out on important information was the third most important argument for or against accepting personalization, almost twice as important as privacy concerns (Bodó, Moeller, and Helberger 2017).

**Concerns related to missing challenging viewpoints.** A prominent concern in popular and academic discourse about algorithmic news selection is that it may lead to a reduction in exposure to challenging viewpoints (see e.g. Pariser 2011; Sunstein 2001). Because personalization can favour news stories that match the political preferences of users, some have suggested that there will be a reduction in the ideological diversity of users’ news diet. There is some evidence from the USA (see e.g. Dylko et al. 2017) to support this concern, although less so in the European context (see e.g. Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. 2016). Nevertheless, due to public debate about echo chambers and filter bubbles and their possible effects on democracy, it is possible that concerns about missing challenging viewpoints will influence attitudes towards algorithmic news personalization.

**News consumption behaviour.** The range of devices and platforms on which people consume news has never been so diverse; nor have the revenue models of news providers. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that how people access news, and the amount of time and money they invest in the activity, may have an influence on their attitudes to the utility of different types of news selection.

Consumers’ interest in news varies considerably. In a study of consumers in 34 European countries, Elvestad, Blekesaune, and Aalberg (2014) classified 18 per cent of citizens as “news avoiders” and 13 per cent as intense “news seekers”. Those with high levels of interest in news may look favourably on algorithmic news selection as a means by which they can be efficiently alerted to stories of interest, but their expectations are also likely to be high. For example, subscribers to FT.com “expect high relevance” in the personalized news they receive on the platform, because “they expect [the FT] to know lots about them” (James Webb, product manager for personalization at FT.com, personal communication, 8 February 2017).

A second consideration is the significant growth in the use of social networking platforms and mobile devices to access news (see e.g. Newman et al. 2017). It may be that automated personalization is seen as a particularly good way to get news by those...
who frequently access news via mobile devices. Firstly, the fact that mobile devices can transmit data on their whereabouts means that information can be personalized to a smartphone user’s particular location as well as to other characteristics of theirs. Indeed, BBC News’s head of product thinks that younger mobile audiences “expect” to be able to give their location and be shown news relating to it (Alex Watson, personal communication, 14 December 2016). Secondly, by bringing information to the user, personalization may circumvent the difficulties—caused by user-interface issues—of browsing or searching for news via smartphones.

The rapid growth in the use of social networking platforms is exposing more and more people around the world to personalized information spaces. Facebook introduced its News Feed in 2006, which it described as a “personalized list of news stories” (Sanghvi 2006). In 2011 it announced that users’ News Feeds would become even more personal, taking into account when they last logged on to the platform (Tonkelowitz 2011). Facebook users are highly engaged with the platform, with a report from comScore (2016) showing that US users spend around 15 hours a month using the social network. It may be, then, that there is a relationship between more frequent use of social media as a source of news and higher levels of agreement that algorithmic personalization is a good way to get news.

Finally, although only a small minority of consumers pay for news online, those that do may value particular functionalities or editorial approaches. Qualitative research into attitudes to paying for online news has shown that consumers “appreciate providers that allow them to customise the interface [and] prioritise content of interest” (Kantar 2017, 8). On the other hand, the same Kantar study also suggested that consumers are more likely to pay for a “plurality of views and perspectives” (4) and for “variety, which allows serendipitous content discovery” (12)—something that algorithmic news selection is not always optimized to deliver. Another attribute those who pay for news may value is a strong editorial voice. James Webb, product manager for personalization at FT.com, said that consumer research conducted by the Financial Times had told them that their “users [who have to pay for access to the FT’s print and online editions] really want the FT view” (personal communication, 8 February 2017). There are, therefore, mixed signals from the literature about how willingness to pay for online news may influence consumers’ evaluations of different types of news selection.

In order to investigate the effects of the individual characteristics discussed in the above sub-section, we ask this second research question:

**RQ2**: What relationships exist between the individual characteristics of news consumers (such as their concerns about personalization and their news consumption behaviour) and the beliefs they expressed in RQ1?

**Methodology**

**Sample**

We conducted a secondary analysis of data from the 2016 Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism’s Digital News Report survey, an online survey (N = 53,314) that was conducted in 26 countries in January and February 2016. Respondents were
drawn from YouGov’s panel of five million internet users and are broadly representative of the populations of the countries in question. Because the survey concerned news consumption, respondents who had not consumed news in the previous month were excluded. Across all countries, an average of 3.5 per cent of responses were excluded for this reason, although in some countries that number was higher, for example Canada (12 per cent). Once collected, the data were weighted to targets based on census/industry-accepted data, such as age, gender, and region. The samples in Brazil and Turkey are representative of those countries’ urban rather than national populations, which should be taken into account when interpreting the results.

**Questionnaire**

The survey question at the heart of this study asked respondents to think about how stories are selected by news websites, mobile apps, and social networks. It made a distinction between news selected by editors and journalists and news selected by computer algorithms. It made a further distinction between two forms of algorithmic selection, the first based on what we call peer filtering and the second based on what we call user tracking. We define peer filtering as automated story selection based on what a user’s friends have consumed. We define user tracking as automated story selection based on what the user themselves has consumed in the past. The question asked respondents to say how much they agreed or disagreed (on a 5-point scale from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”) that each of these three methods was a good way to get news. This is the question in full:

*Every news website, mobile app, or social network makes decisions about what content to show to you. These decisions can be made by editors and journalists or by computer algorithms analysing information about what other content you have used, or on the basis of what you and your friends share and interact with on social media. With this in mind, please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:*

1. **Having stories automatically selected for me on the basis of what I have consumed in the past is a good way to get the news.**
2. **Having stories selected for me by editors and journalists is a good way to get news.**
3. **Having stories automatically selected for me on the basis of what my friends have consumed is a good way to get news.**

The survey contained a number of other questions, which we were able to use as independent or control variables in our analysis. Those variables and associated questions and possible responses are summarized in Table 1 in online Supplemental Data, along with the means and standard errors.

**Analysis**

In order to answer RQ2, we used multi-level regression modelling and maximum likelihood estimation (Hox 2010). Specifically, we added a random intercept to the model
to account for the nested structure of the data (individuals nested in countries). A multi-
level model was needed because opinions about news selection, as well as many of the
predictors of those opinions, vary between countries. Before entering the independent
variables into the regression model, we transformed them into z-scores, which allowed
us to compare and plot their effect sizes. These comparisons form the core of our ana-
lysis and are discussed in detail in the Results section. It is out of the scope of this article
to compare the effects of the predictors within the models in detail. Further detail on
the formula used in our models is provided in the online Supplemental Data.

Results

RQ1: To what extent do online news consumers in 26 countries agree that (1) story
selection by algorithms (guided by their or their friends’ past consumption) and (2)
story selection by editors and journalists are good ways to get news online?

The results show that across the entire sample, algorithmic news selection based
on a user’s past consumption behaviour was considered a slightly better way to get
news than selection by editors and journalists. Selection by editors and journalists was,
in turn, considered a slightly better way to get news than algorithmic selection based
on a user’s friends’ past consumption (see Figure 1).4

Looking at the results across all of the 26 countries surveyed6 reveals some intri-
guing differences. Although algorithmic news selection based on a user’s past con-
sumption behaviour was considered the best way to get news in 19 countries, in six
countries (Brazil, Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Switzerland) selec-
tion by editors and journalists was considered best. Uniquely, in the Republic of Korea
algorithmic news selection based on a user’s friends’ past consumption behaviour was
considered the best form of news selection. In all countries bar the Republic of Korea
and Greece, peer filtering was the least favourite form of selection (see Table 2 in
online Supplemental Data).

FIGURE 1
Belief among news consumers in 26 countries that having news stories selected either
automatically (on the basis of own past consumption [“user tracking”] or friends’ news
consumption [“peer filtering”]) or by editors and journalists (“journalistic curation”) is a
good way to get news (N = 53,314)
FIGURE 2
Effect sizes of the individual characteristics of news consumers (N=53,314) in 26 countries on their opinions about the utility of algorithmic and editorial news selection.
RQ2: What relationships exist between the individual characteristics of news consumers (such as their concerns about personalization and their news consumption behaviour) and the beliefs they expressed in RQ1?

**TABLE 1**

Effects of individual characteristics of news consumers (in 26 countries) on their opinions about the utility of algorithmic and editorial news selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Journalistic curation</th>
<th>User tracking</th>
<th>Peer filtering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Coeff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust in news</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>*** 0.005</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in media’s political independence</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>*** 0.007</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in media’s commercial independence</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>*** 0.007</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of social media as news source</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>*** 0.004</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether mobile is main news medium</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>*** 0.004</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in news</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>*** 0.004</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid for online news in last year</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>*** 0.004</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>** 0.004</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>*** 0.004</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy concerns about news personalization</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>*** 0.005</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether more personalization leads to missing important information</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>*** 0.006</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether more personalization leads to missing challenging viewpoints</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>*** 0.006</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>*** 0.005</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD (intercept)</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD (residual)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
<td>−66,172</td>
<td>−67,112</td>
<td>−66,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>132,378</td>
<td>134,256</td>
<td>132,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>132,519</td>
<td>134,397</td>
<td>132,311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>49,895</td>
<td>49,895</td>
<td>49,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (countries)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trust in, and Opinions about the Independence of, the News Media**

As trust in news organizations falls, people are less likely to agree that selection by editors is a good way to get news. This effect is also seen for automated personalization, but to a lesser degree. Similarly, as their trust in the media’s political independence falls, people are less likely to agree that selection by editors is a good way to get news. However, we see no, or only a minor, change in participants’ opinion about whether automated personalization is a good way to get news. As trust in the media’s commercial independence falls, people are less likely to agree that any form of news selection is a good thing, but there are no significant differences between the three forms of news selection (see Figure 2 and Table 1).
Demographics

With increasing age we see lower levels of agreement that any sort of news selection (by editors or algorithms) is a good thing. However, older people are more likely to agree that editors are a good way to get news than agree that algorithmic personalization is a good way to get news. As levels of educational attainment fall, so does agreement that any sort of news selection is a good thing. However, this effect is significantly stronger for automated peer-based personalization. Gender effects do not differ significantly between the three different types of news selection (see Figure 2 and Table 1).

News Consumption Behaviour

As the likelihood that a mobile device is used as people’s main way of accessing news online increases, we see higher levels of agreement that any sort of news selection is a good thing. However, this effect is stronger for automated personalization based on a user’s own behaviour than for editorial selection or automated peer-based personalization. As interest in news rises, we see higher levels of agreement that any sort of news selection is a good thing. However, this effect is weakest for automated peer-based personalization. The more frequently people access news via social media the higher their agreement that any sort of news selection is a good thing. This effect is significantly stronger for automated personalization than for selection by editors. Having paid for online news in the last year is a positive predictor for increased belief that any form of news selection is a good thing, but this effect is stronger for selection by editors and automated peer-based personalization than for automated personalization based on a user’s own behaviour (see Figure 2 and Table 1).

Concerns about More Personalized News

The more people are concerned about the privacy risks associated with more personalized news, the less they agree that any form of news selection is a good way to get news. However, this effect is strongest for automated personalization based on a user’s own behaviour. As concerns about missing important information as a result of more personalized news rise, agreement that any form of news selection is a good thing falls. However, this effect is significantly stronger for peer-based personalization. As concerns about missing challenging viewpoints rise, there is less agreement that any form of news selection is a good thing. There are no significant differences between the three types of news selection (see Figure 2 and Table 1).

It should be noted that the results for the three forms of news selection (user tracking, journalistic curation, and peer filtering) do not—in relation to the dependent variables—vary wildly from each other, often being in the same range and almost always being in the same direction (see Figure 2). This covariance might be explained by two factors, one methodological and one conceptual. The methodological factor relates to the fact that respondents were asked about the three forms of news selection in the same battery of questions. There is some, albeit weak, evidence that correlations between answers to questions grouped on the same screen are higher than correlations between answers to questions presented across separate screens (see e.g.
Tourangeau, Couper, and Conrad (2004). Conceptually, it may be that there is an underlying factor that influences acceptance of any form of news selection. Adopting, for a moment, Kohring and Matthes’s (2007, 239) contention that trust in the news media is actually about trust in their selectivity, we might speculate that those with lower levels of trust in general are less prepared than others to delegate news selection to any entity—human or computational.

**Discussion**

*Relative Appreciation of Recommendations from Algorithms and Experts*

Some of our results are in line with Logg, Minson, and Moore’s (2018; Logg 2017) state-of-the-art model which holds that people *en masse* have higher levels of appreciation for algorithmic recommendations than for recommendations from humans. However, our findings contradict an element of this model by showing that this preference can persist even when the human recommendations come from experts—in our case editors and journalists—rather than laypeople.

When thinking about this contradiction, it is important to consider how journalists’ and editors’ expertise in news selection might be perceived. Although research into consumers’ appreciation of editors and journalists’ selectivity is uncommon, there is plenty of research into the trust—or confidence—consumers have in the news and those who produce it. Such research may be a good proxy: as we have previously mentioned, Kohring and Matthes (2007) define trust in news media as meaning “trust in their specific selectivity rather than in objectivity or truth” (239).

In international surveys of the public, trust—or confidence—is mostly measured as a single item, applied to related, but not identical, objects such as news, the press, television, traditional media, and online-only media. Looking at the results of such surveys in the countries in our sample in the period (2010–2014) just before the collection of our own data in 2016 shows that confidence in the press and television was rather low compared with other civic institutions such as the police, the armed forces, and universities, but higher than in political institutions and labour unions (World Values Survey 2016).

Our own survey also measured confidence (operationalized as “trust”) in news organizations (and belief in the news media’s political and commercial independence). The results, *en masse*, are ambiguous, with respondents, on average, neither agreeing nor disagreeing that news organizations are trustworthy most of the time, or free of political or commercial influence (see Table 1 in online Supplemental Data). As with the results of the World Values Survey there was considerable variability between countries. For example, while 62 per cent of Finns had some trust in news organizations, just 16 per cent of Greeks did.

Our inferential analyses show that there is a link between respondents’ trust in news organizations and their assessment of the relative utility of algorithmic and editorial news selection. As trust in news organizations, and in the political independence of the news media, falls, people are less likely to agree that selection by editors and journalists is a good way to get news. This is no surprise. Editors and journalists are key actors in the operation of news organizations. Trust in an institution and trust in its functionaries are clearly closely linked. By contrast, agreement that automated
personalization is a good way to receive news is affected less by distrust in the media and its perceived political independence. It appears, therefore, that users are, to an extent, divorcing the operation of automated news personalization from the operation of news organizations, believing the technology has a degree of immunity from contamination by a politically compromised or untrustworthy news media.

Are such beliefs justified?

Our survey question related to decisions made by news websites, mobile apps, and social networks. Most of those social networks, and some of the aggregating websites and mobile apps that users are likely to associate with news (e.g. Google News and Flipboard), are owned by supranational companies that our respondents may consider to have relatively benevolent personalization algorithms that are not subject to the influence of governments or of untrustworthy national or local news media. Indeed, there have been instances where such companies have sought to resist political influence in national markets. For example, in 2010 Google effectively withdrew from the Chinese market when it stopped censoring search results on the Chinese version of its search engine (Drummond 2010). However, Google and other providers of personalized news and information services do alter their algorithms in response to local legislation and government requests. Facebook revealed that between July and December 2016 it had restricted access to 6944 pieces of content in 21 countries as a result of government requests (Facebook 2017), and it is reported that Facebook has “developed software to suppress posts from appearing in people’s news feeds in specific geographic areas” to help it, claimed the New York Times, “get into China” (Issac 2016).

Furthermore, the operation of social networks’ and aggregators’ algorithms clearly has a commercial motive, to keep users engaged as long as possible (see e.g. DeVito 2017) and target them with advertising. Other motives have also come into play. Evidence has emerged that Facebook has conducted experiments with tens of millions of its users, selectively changing what information those users receive, with effects on their voting behaviour (Bond et al. 2012) and emotional states (Kramer, Guillory, and Hancock 2014). In other words, while users may believe news selection algorithms are more benevolent than editors and primarily serve their informational needs, the reality may be very different, at least for social networks.

As we have established, algorithms are also being used by traditional news brands to personalize content for consumers. Are the algorithms at these institutions deserving of audiences’ apparent belief in their utility, even when they have been deployed by untrustworthy or politically dependent news organizations? On the one hand, given algorithms’ relatively opaque modus operandi and voluminous output, they may be more difficult for an editor or proprietor to monitor and modify than, for example, a print newspaper. On the other hand, news organizations have various degrees of control over whether and how such algorithms operate. At the most basic level, they are able to turn off any form of algorithmic selection whose output does not meet editorial policy. However, such a step is unlikely to be necessary because news organizations have finer control over how these technologies operate. If, as is sometimes the case, they have developed the system themselves (see e.g. Spangher 2015), then they are able to design or amend the logic to suit their needs. If—as is also often the case (see e.g. Thurman and Schifferes 2012)—the personalization technology has been provided by a third party, it is likely to come with a dashboard offering control over its operation. For example, one of the most frequently
used third-party content recommendation technology providers, Outbrain, says its platform “is fully customizable and flexible to meet all your business needs” (Outbrain n.d.).

Appreciation for Algorithms Differs According to the Source of Their Data

Our results add a new layer to Logg, Minson, and Moore’s (2018; Logg 2017) model by showing how appreciation of algorithms can vary depending on the source of the data driving the recommendations they make. Across almost all of the countries in our survey, respondents considered automated personalization based on their friends’ past consumption behaviour to be a less good way to get news than selection by either editors and journalists or by automated personalization based on their own past consumption behaviour (see Table 2 in online Supplemental Data).

This finding may, in part, be explained with reference to the literature on self-confidence, which has shown that people regularly demonstrate overconfidence in their own reasoning in relation to advice from others (see e.g. Nisbett and Ross 1980). People’s self-reliance, and our survey’s description of one form of algorithmic news selection as driven by an individual’s past behaviour, may help explain why respondents en masse rated user tracking higher than peer filtering. However, there may be other explanations to do with the particular context of our study, news. One of the drivers for the perceived low utility of peer-based personalization seems to be a concern that more of it would result in users missing out on important information (see Figure 2 and Table 1).

Peer-based news personalization (as described by our survey question) relies on the assumption that it is possible to infer which stories a user will find relevant or interesting by reference to the stories consumed by that user’s online social network. Personalization in this form has been deployed by a number of mainstream news publishers. For example, Thurman (2011) reported that in late 2009 users of the Wall Street Journal’s website could “choose to receive recommendations based on the behaviour of other WSJ.com users or of ‘friends’ in their Facebook network”. Approximately one year later the NYTimes.com, Telegraph.co.uk, and WashingtonPost.com were offering similar functionality via the Facebook Activity Feed plug-in (Thurman and Schifferes 2012). However, by 2016 this form of personalization was absent from the websites and apps of a sample of 15 mainstream news outlets in the UK, US and Germany (Kunert and Thurman, in press).

The reason is likely to be simply that it does not work very well. As Thurman and Schifferes (2012) explain:

limited evidence of overlapping interests can make recommendations difficult—the so-called “sparse matrix problem”—and it “may take some time for stories to receive enough user feedback to lead to accurate recommendations” (Billsus and Pazzani 2007), by which time the news agenda is likely to have moved on—the so-called “latency problem”.

Although the Facebook Activity Feed plug-in sidestepped the “sparse matrix” and “latency” problems by requiring a recommendation from only a single friend in a user’s network, by doing so it relied on the—considerable—assumption that there was sufficient overlap between the interests of readers and their Facebook friends (Thurman
and Schifferes 2012). There was also a problem with the frequency with which sites’ Facebook Activity Feeds updated. Thurman and Schifferes (2012) noted that recommendations could be months old.

There are limitations, then, in trying to use data about an individual’s online social network to drive news selection, and it may be that those with high levels of interest in the news, and those who do not want to miss out on important information, are particularly aware of those limitations.

**Effects of Individual Characteristics**

Like Logg (2017, 12), we found no correlation between gender and algorithmic appreciation. Analogous with Logg, Minson, and Moore’s (2018, 35) findings, we found lower algorithmic appreciation amongst respondents with lower levels of educational achievement (their finding related to a specific educational ability, numeracy). Our results differ, however, as they relate to age. While Logg (2017, 12) did not find a relationship between age and reliance on algorithmic advice, our results show that older people are more likely to agree that editors are a good way to get news than agree algorithmic personalization is a good way to get news. As such, our results support Hoff and Bashir’s (2014, 414) contention that, regarding trust in automation, “the specific effect of age likely varies in distinct contexts”. More research is required to determine the reasons for the age effects we observed, but they may relate to the fact that older people are heavier users of traditional media products (see e.g. Thurman and Fletcher 2017), such as printed newspapers, which are not personalized.

Due to space limitations we are unable to discuss all the effects of individual characteristics. It is worth mentioning, however, that, as expected, we found correlations between the consumption of news via mobile devices and via social media and higher levels of appreciation for a form of algorithmic news selection. Also as expected, we found lower levels of appreciation for a form of algorithmic news selection as concerns about privacy rose.

We also found that having paid for online news in the last year is a positive predictor for increased belief that any form of news selection is a good thing. Interestingly, this effect is stronger for selection by editors and automated peer-based personalization than for automated personalization based on a user’s own behaviour. It appears, therefore, that people value aspects of editorial curation including, as suggested by some of the findings highlighted in our Literature Review, the variety that editors and journalists have long felt they should provide. Pete Picton, speaking when he was editorial director of Mirror Online, said it was part of his job to get his audience to “read things outside their favourite subject areas”, and believed that a long-held objective of newspaper editors, to surprise their (stereotypically male) readers to the extent that they exclaimed “Hey Martha” or “Hey Doris” to their wives when confronted with an unexpected story, was still important in an online environment (personal communication, 10 February 2017). Ensuring such diverse exposure is not just of value to the individual but also to society more widely, helping to foster tolerance and openness and enabling informed deliberation and societal inclusion.

It is more difficult to explain why paying for news is a positive predictor of agreement that peer-based personalization is a good way to get news. One possible
explanation is that those who pay for news feel part of a privileged network or “club” and value the opinions of their fellow subscribers.

**Conclusion**

This study’s methods and focus mean its results and analysis have a degree of generalizability at the same time as exploring how, and why, algorithms are appreciated in a particular context, news. As a result, we hope it can contribute to efforts to understand algorithmic appreciation in general terms, as well as providing specific evidence and explanation about audiences’ appreciation of different forms of news selection, including algorithmic.

By analysing data from a large-scale ($N = 53,314$) international survey we have—at least in the context of news—been able to replicate Logg, Minson, and Moore’s finding that people *en masse* have higher levels of appreciation for (a form of) algorithmic recommendation than for recommendation by humans.

However, our findings contradict part of Logg, Minson, and Moore’s model by showing that the preference for algorithmic recommendation can persist even when the (alternative) human recommendations come from experts rather than laypeople. We explain this contradiction with reference to the ambivalence shown towards journalists’ and editors’ expertise in news selection. This contradiction, and its explanation, shows that algorithmic appreciation has context-specific characteristics.

We have also explored algorithmic appreciation—among general populations and, again, in the context of news—in a way that distinguishes between two different types: peer filtering and user tracking. By making this distinction we have been able to show that appreciation of algorithms can differ according to the source of their data, with user tracking preferred over peer filtering. Although this preference was observed in all but one of the 26 countries surveyed, the particular focus of our study limits the generalizability of this finding to other contexts. As we have discussed, although pure peer filtering has been used by mainstream providers to personalize news, it did not work very well. Our results may reflect those failures.

The availability of data from our survey on respondents’ behaviours and demographics, and on other opinions they hold, enabled us to probe the effects of individual characteristics on the appreciation of different types of news selection, including algorithmic. Our exploratory analyses replicated Logg’s (2017) finding that algorithmic appreciation does not vary by gender. However, we did find that 11 independent variables in our model had significant effects, including age, paying for news, mobile news access, concerns over privacy, and trust in news. We explored one of these findings in particular detail: how respondents appear to divorce the operation of automated news personalization from the operation of news organizations, and seem to believe the technology has a degree of immunity from contamination by untrustworthy news media. We challenged this belief, pointing out how, while users may believe news selection algorithms are more benevolent than editors, and primarily serve their information needs, the reality may be very different, in particular at social networks.

Although, on the surface, our findings make discouraging reading for editors and journalists, dig a little deeper and the picture is not so gloomy. Publishers can find support in our results for their development of personalization for the young and for
mobile users. Our findings should also encourage them to challenge audiences’ belief in the neutrality of the algorithms used by the likes of Facebook, to stand apart in their commitment to readers’ privacy, and to emphasize the value of their curated content and the communities of readers they cultivate.

**Limitations and Further Research**

It should be noted that most of the evidence that informed Logg, Minson, and Moore’s (2018; Logg 2017) model comes from experiments in which the actions of participants were analysed. By contrast our survey asked respondents about their opinions rather than analysing their actions. As is well known, the opinions people state frequently differ from related actions they take. Research indicates that while relatively high proportions of news consumers say they would like to receive personalized news (see e.g. Business Wire 2005), in practice smaller proportions invest the time in setting up personal preferences or use the sections of news websites and apps where stories have been tailored to their implicitly determined interests (see e.g. Thurman 2011). It might be, then, that our results overestimate algorithmic appreciation. Furthermore, Jennifer Logg and colleagues’ experiments were mostly about algorithmic advice being used in specific estimation and prediction tasks. While news may be used by people in decision-making, including estimation and predictions tasks, it also fulfils other functions, for example escapism (see e.g. Berelson 1949). Further work is required to understand the influence, if any, of the uses made of algorithmic recommendations on how they are appreciated.

As we conducted a secondary analysis of a data set collected by the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, we were constrained in the operationalization of our dependent variables. We would prefer to have used multi-item measures to gauge respondents’ attitudes towards story selection. Consequently, our measurement error may be higher than if multi-item measures had been used. Future research could test the conclusions of our exploratory analyses by developing attributes that measure story selection preferences more precisely, and fielding them in further surveys.

**NOTES**

1. Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and the United States.


3. In total, the survey contained 45 core questions, which were asked in all 26 countries. About 20 supplementary questions were asked in a sub-set of countries. To allow maximization of the sample size, this study only uses data from questions asked in every country.

4. Although these results were partially reported in Nielsen (2016), only the percentages of respondents who “Tend to agree” and “Strongly agree” were given.

5. The results from only six countries were reported in Nielsen (2016).
6. Used by publishers and marketers in “more than 55 countries” (https://www.outbrain.com/about/company/).
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